<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Year One</th>
<th>Year Two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Kindergarten** | Library Bag  
2 Plastic document wallets (Homework & Notes)  
Paint Shirt – short sleeves  
Tissues – 1 large box  
6 Glue Sticks  
Pencil Case  
Lead Pencils – 10 HB  
Set of coloured pencils  
2 Scrap book (72 pages) uncovered  
4 Erasers  
Scissors  
Pencil sharpener  
Essential Word Lists Book 1 (Top Book Shop)  
Wind up crayons  
Packet of baby wipes to be used for cleaning  
30cm Ruler | Library bag  
Paint shirt  
Plastic Document Wallet (for homework)  
6 HB lead pencils  
Coloured pencils  
Wind-up crayons  
Highlighters  
Pencil case  
30cm ruler wooden or plastic not bendy  
2 Eraser  
Sharpener  
Scissors  
6 Glue large sticks Bostick  
Tissues – 1 large box  
Essential Word List Book 1 (used in Yr 1)  
1 photo of child  
Oil Pastels – pack  
3 Scrapbooks  
Packet of baby wipes (eg Huggies) to be used for cleaning |
| **Year One** | Library Bag  
2 Plastic document wallets (Homework & Notes)  
Paint Shirt – short sleeves  
Tissues – 1 large box  
6 Glue Sticks  
Pencil Case  
Lead Pencils – 10 HB  
Set of coloured pencils  
2 Scrap book (72 pages) uncovered  
4 Erasers  
Scissors  
Pencil sharpener  
Essential Word Lists Book 1 (Top Book Shop)  
Wind up crayons  
Packet of baby wipes to be used for cleaning  
30cm Ruler | Library bag  
Paint shirt  
Plastic Document Wallet (for homework)  
6 HB lead pencils  
Coloured pencils  
Wind-up crayons  
Highlighters  
Pencil case  
30cm ruler wooden or plastic not bendy  
2 Eraser  
Sharpener  
Scissors  
6 Glue large sticks Bostick  
Tissues – 1 large box  
Essential Word List Book 1 (used in Yr 1)  
1 photo of child  
Oil Pastels – pack  
3 Scrapbooks  
Packet of baby wipes (eg Huggies) to be used for cleaning |
| **Year Three** | Library Bag  
2 Note folder (plastic envelope type as sold at officeworks)  
Paint Shirt  
5 HB Lead Pencils  
Coloured pencils  
Pencil Case – NOT a large one  
30cm ruler – not bendy  
Scissors  
4 Glue sticks – large 40g  
Tissues – one box  
Pencil sharpener  
Eraser  
Dictionary NOT a Junior one  
Wind up crayons  
Roll paper towel  
Textas  
Highlighters (4 colours)  
Packet of baby wipes to be used for cleaning  
Display folder (ring bound with plastic sleeves) for Music | Library Bag  
Paint shirt  
3 HB lead pencils  
Pencil case  
30cm ruler (not bendy)  
Scissors  
2 Glue sticks (Bostick)  
Coloured pencils  
Windup crayons  
Tissue – one large box  
Pens – red and blue (2 each)  
Pencil sharpener  
Eraser  
2 Plastic document folder A4 (Homework)  
Dictionary  
Highlighters (4 colours)  
A roll of paper towel  
Packet of oil pastels, 12  
Packet of baby wipes to be used for cleaning  
Pallet of watercolour paints |
| **Year Four** | Library Bag  
Paint shirt  
3 HB lead pencils  
Pencil case  
30cm ruler (not bendy)  
Scissors  
2 Glue sticks (Bostick)  
Coloured pencils  
Windup crayons  
Tissue – one large box  
Pens – red and blue (2 each)  
Pencil sharpener  
Eraser  
2 Plastic document folder A4 (Homework)  
Dictionary  
Highlighters (4 colours)  
A roll of paper towel  
Packet of oil pastels, 12  
Packet of baby wipes to be used for cleaning  
Pallet of watercolour paints | Library Bag  
Paint shirt  
3 Display folders A4 size  
Paint shirt with name on it  
5HB Lead Pencils  
Pens – red, blue and black x 3  
Pencil Case  
Coloured pencils  
30cm ruler (not bendy)  
Scissors  
2 Glue sticks - large  
Tissues – one large box  
Dictionary/Thesaurus/  
Sharpener  
Eraser  
Roll up crayons  
Highlighter set  
Roll paper towel  
Calculator  
Packet of baby wipes (eg Huggies) to be used for cleaning  
Geometry set  
Pastels |
| **Year Six** | Library Bag  
Protractor and compass  
HB lead pencils  
Coloured pencils  
Pens red and blue  
Pencil case  
Eraser  
Sharpener  
30cm ruler  
Scissors  
Glue stick - 4  
Tissues – one large box  
Dictionary & Thesaurus  
Roll up crayons  
Calculator  
Paper Towel  
Paint shirt  
Highlighters  
Packet 12 Oil Pastels  
A4 Art Diary  
Packet of baby wipes to be used for cleaning | Library Bag  
Paint shirt  
3 Display folders A4 size  
Paint shirt with name on it  
5HB Lead Pencils  
Pens – red, blue and black x 3  
Pencil Case  
Coloured pencils  
30cm ruler (not bendy)  
Scissors  
2 Glue sticks - large  
Tissues – one large box  
Dictionary/Thesaurus/  
Sharpener  
Eraser  
Roll up crayons  
Highlighter set  
Roll paper towel  
Calculator  
Packet of baby wipes (eg Huggies) to be used for cleaning  
Geometry set  
Pastels |